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Q: Why does this electric component symbol look so much like a capacitor? In electrical
engineering, capacitors are often depicted with this "X" symbol where two vertically aligned

circles "X" out a horizontally aligned circle (charge sensing terminal). Is this to represent
this: or is it to represent this? (Source) A: It represents the symbol for a capacitor. That is

pretty standard in the world of electronics. You probably learned it in school. They are both
essentially two pieces of metal with an air dielectric and a charge detection terminal. Pages
Loading... Sunday, March 17, 2017 Sometimes we all need time away! We have always said

that sometimes you need a break from everything, it doesn't mean you aren't doing
anything - its not a bad thing, if a person finds it at times annoying. Sometimes we all need
time away. Here are a few things that can help you during times when the world feels like
it's moving too fast for you. First of all take a look at the week ahead. If you know that its
not going to help you then maybe you should reset and re-focus? Next, talk to someone.

Usually if you know someone that you can do this with then this is the best person to talk to.
By talking to them, you will see what is going on, how you are feeling and if you need to

change something. Talking to someone about it, no matter how difficult, will make you see
the situation in a different way and that helps. Talking to someone is also a huge confidence
builder. A lot of the time you might feel embarrassed by how you feel or what you are going
through. Confiding in someone will help you feel like less of a nutcase! If talking to someone
is not possible or there is no one that you can talk to, then at the very least try and take a

break, a long break, out of all your responsibilities. Also, if you do find that you are having a
difficult time, just remember that you are not the only one, many people struggle and don't
want to be a 'nutcase' (and it's true, sometimes we do struggle. Our own negativity makes

us feel more desperate). You are not alone. If you are struggling you can speak to these
girls, who were just like you once:Vegan
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